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All stimuli were presented with PsychoPy 38 on a 32-inch LCD monitor (Samsung, Hwaseong, South
Korea) with a 60-Hz refresh rate, and the timing of the stimulus presentation was synchronized with the timing 4 6 0 of image acquisition using a TTL pulse counter (USB-6501, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA).
The entire recording session for one plane was divided into several recording sessions (4-6 (probably due to eye movement). The recordings were performed in one to three planes of different depths
and/or positions in each animal (1.7 ± 0.8 planes, mean ± standard deviation). Data analysis.
All data analysis procedures were performed using Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Recorded images
were phase-corrected and aligned between frames. The averaged image across frames was used to determine computed as an average of all pixels intensities within an ROI. Signal contamination from out of focus plane
was removed by a previously reported method 34, 40 . Briefly, a signal from ring-shaped area surrounding each 4 8 1 ROI was multiplied by a factor (contamination ratio) and subtracted from the signal of each cell. The for several blood vessels in the FOV, and the mean value for several blood vessels was used for all cells in the 4 8 5
FOV.
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The average response of 200-ms grey screen period just before each image was subtracted from the < 0.01 using signed-rank test across trials) and across-trial average of the z-scored response was greater than 1, 4 9 2 the response was considered significant for the image. The population sparseness (s) was computed using the 32 × 32, and 64 × 64pixels) located on 11 × 11, 5 × 5, 3 × 3, and 1 × 1 grids ( Supplementary Fig. 1a and b) .
Therefore, the three smaller scale filters were spatially overlapped with each other. The spatial frequencies of
the four scale sizes of the Gabor wavelets were 0.13, 0.067, 0.033, and 0.016 cycle/degrees (cpd). This filter 5 0 7
set was almost self-inverting, i.e., the feature values obtained by applying an image to the wavelet set, were https://visiome.neuroinf.jp/modules/xoonips/detail.php?item_id=6894). Encoding model.
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In the encoding model for response prediction, single-cell responses were predicted using a linear regression
analysis of selected Gabor feature values ( Fig. 2a and Supplementary Fig. 1a-e ). The encoding model was feature value were computed. Then, using one of preset values for the correlation coefficient as a threshold (12
points ranging from 0.05 to 0.35, Supplementary Fig.1c-e) , only the more strongly correlated features were Small percentages of neurons exhibited higher response amplitudes. exhibited overlapping significant responses between images, indicating that the cells responding to each image
were distributed in populations. function, W j is weight for jth Gabor feature, and F ji is the feature value for the jth Gabor filter (Gj) obtained
from ith image (Si). Gabor feature was selected based on the correlation between its feature values and visual
response (see Methods). performance, and the vertical line indicates the first crossing point of the performance curve on the 95% line. Reconstructed images were gradually changed by consecutively adding single cells. indicates data for each plane, and bars indicate median. The Rs were comparable between the two models. 
